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The astronomical valuations put on some growth shares have been the investing story of the 
year,but one of Britain’s most successful investors Mark Slater is not buying it. 

Growth may lie behind a strategy that has delivered a 265 per cent return over the past five 
years to his fund’s investors, but Slater explains to This is Money that you need to be very 
picky about investing in firms with a bright future.  

You want growth but only at a reasonable price. 

Look for companies that can deliver this, he says, and you can try to avoid worrying about 
the stock market’s rollercoaster ride - safe in the knowledge that as long as the firm delivers 
that growth, its shares will outperform in the long run. 

 
Growth but at what price? The sky-high valuations placed on growth shares range from internet 
sensation Facebook to UK floats by AO World and Just Eat. 

As growth shares have rocketed to sky-high multiples compared to profits, especially those 
in any way related to the internet, investors have reeled out the classic this time it is different 
argument.  

The case put forward now is that because disruptive technology firms are making money, 
they are worth paying a huge premium for. 

http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Simon+Lambert
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/


The growth at all costs mindset has even drifted from the likes of Facebook and Twitter, to 
sprinkle stardust over some more humdrum British businesses that sell washing machines 
and takeaways. 

Spring’s floatation frenzy saw white goods seller AO World and takeaway food 
organiser Just Eat hit the UK stock market with huge price tags of 170 and 150 times profits, 
respectively. 
Perhaps they may one day justify those, yet being seduced by a story and overpaying for 
potential is a mistake, according to Slater, the top performing UK All companies fund 
manager over five years with the MFM Slater Growth fund, which is also the third best 
performing fund across all sectors over the same period. 
‘Our view is that you need to try to get the best of both worlds. Companies that are growing 
at about 15 per cent per annum but are priced attractively - that’s the sweet spot,’ says 
Slater. 

‘You’ve got to get in at the right price. If you get in at an unreasonable price, the odds of it 
working out well are greatly diminished.’ 

  

Growth at a reasonable price 

This idea of growth at a reasonable price underpins the MFM Slater Growth fund.  

 
Don't overpay: You want to buy growth but only at a reasonable price, says Mark Slater, the manager of 
one of Britain's best performing funds. 

The manager explains that if you do get lucky and find a genuinely disruptive company with 
real long-term prospects then it may be worth the high price, but investing history is littered 
with those who got side-swiped by glamour shares that didn’t deliver. 

What many investors also fail to remember is that there are even great companies that did 
succeed, such as IBM and Microsoft, but their shares still struggled to deliver over fairly long 
periods if you bought when they were overpriced. 

http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/AO.
http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/JE.
http://webfund6.financialexpress.net/clients/dailymail/FundFactsheet.aspx?CitiCode=WX98&Univ=UnitTrusts


Slater’s fund, which was launched in 2005, has built on the work of his father Jim Slater, a 
businessman, investing guru, stock market tipster and author of a famous book on picking 
shares the Zulu Principle.  

A genuinely readable look at hunting down winning shares, this combined Slater senior’s 
share-screening methods with a little homespun wisdom.  

The title referred to how his wife became something of an expert on Zulus after reading up 
on them – the notion being that by focussing on a narrow enough area, anyone can become 
an expert. 

At the heart of the Zulu Principle investing philosophy and Mark Slater’s growth fund lies a 
ratio called the PEG. 

‘The Zulu Principle recommends that investors start by looking for shares with a proven track 
record of earnings growth,’ he says.   

‘When looking at stock, a low P/E ratio [price/earnings] may make it look like a good buy, but 
when you factor in the company’s growth rate to get the stock’s PEG ratio [price-to-earnings-
growth], it may tell a different story. 

HOW TO FIND A PEG 
Due to a change beyond our control by our market data provider you cannot currently get 
PEG ratios through This is Money, however, you can find them with a share search at 
theLondon Stock Exchange website 

‘Our primary valuation measure is the PEG – we want to buy growth relatively cheaply, 
combining the best of growth and value and building a margin of safety into the process. We 
also insist on healthy cash flow.’ 

The lower a PEG figure, the cheaper the company’s growth is and the Slater method 
advocates looking for shares with a PEG of below 1. 

But this is not the sole secret for success. Mark Slater also outlines a number of other 
investing criteria similar to those laid out in the Zulu Principle 

  A strong growth record in earnings with at least two years’ past growth to determine whether 
the growth is real, as opposed to recovery from a setback 

 An optimistic future outlook and forecast  
 Strong cash flow per share well in excess of earnings per share to avoid the creative 

accounting of the likes of Enron 

 Positive relative strength in the previous year  
The fund manager also avoids buying shares on a prospective P/E ratio of more than 20, 
which he says provides a margin of safety. Due to the complicated nature of some 
businesses nowadays, he adds that screening can be a tougher task than it once was and 
the numbers for some shares may need to be ‘teased out’. 

http://www.londonstockexchange.com/home/homepage.htm


 
Winning formula: How the fund has performed against its sector over the past five years. 

Mark Slater's winning shares 

The Zulu Principle also places heavy emphasis on a catalyst being in place to help drive 
shares higher, an aspect highlighted by some of the winners that Slater’s fund has thrown up 
in recent years. 

Parents will need no introduction to the catalyst that lies behind the success of the fund’s 
most famous winner, Entertainment One, which has posted huge gains off the back of its 
all-conquering cartoon show Peppa Pig.  
It is a member of the illustrious ten-bagger club of shares that have risen at least tenfold, 
with its price soaring from below 20p during the 2009 market lows to just a few pence shy of 
300p now. It has been a star performer since Slater bought in 2010 – he tipped This is 
Money readers as to why he was a buyer back in 2011. 
Entertainment One remains in the fund’s top ten shares but is now the seventh biggest 
holding, after Slater took some profits from a stock that was his second biggest asset at the 
start of the year and had posted a 54 per cent gain in 2013. 

Slater’s biggest holding is one of his stalwarts, Hutchison China Meditech. This is the UK-
listed holding company of a healthcare group based in China, which has a strong growth 
record and net cash and surplus property on its books.  
He describes the firm’s main business as having a wonderful tailwind from government 
health spending, demographics and rising living standards, adding that while ‘China would 
normally fill us with fear’ this is a subsidiary of Hutchison Whampoa, which is largely owned 
by Li Ka-shing – a man dubbed Asia’s Warren Buffett. 

http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/ETO
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/investing/article-2044750/Star-stock-picker-Mark-Slater-backed-Entertainment-Ones-Peppa-Pig-success-reveals-latest-share-tips.html
http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/HCM


The fund’s holding in Hutchison China Meditech has risen from about 180p to around 800p. 
Slater likes it because he believes it also contains some unrecognised value. It includes a 
research and development business which is a Chinese biotech leader, has invested heavily 
in oncology and immunology therapies and is partnering with major Western pharmaceutical 
companies on potential blockbuster drugs. He says: ‘This is a very nice kicker to have.’ 

The manager cites consulting and software firm First Derivatives as another share with 
great potential thanks to its opportunity to expand through big data, and describes data 
storage firm Restore as a very steady, very fast growing company with a reliable customer 
base. 
Among the other shares he highlights now are engineer Pressure Technologies and 
energy cost specialist UtilityWise. 
Slater likes to hold between 25 and 50 shares in the fund and a glance at the fund’s top 
holdings right now could lead investors to believe he was a smaller companies specialist, but 
Slater says he is not concerned about size  

'There is a bigger upside in smaller and medium sized companies but we do screen across 
the board. On occasion we have owned a lot of large companies,’ he says. 

 
Top ten: The shares that make up the biggest holdings in the MFM Slater Growth fund. 

Growth is the key, don't try and time the market 

The big fear for investors right now is that a frothy market is ready to turn on them. Shares 
have been rising for five years and those who say the bull market is getting long in the tooth 
expect a hefty correction is due. 

So far the market has shrugged off the threats flung its way, but yet more big tests may be 
soon to come from US QE tapering, storm clouds in China and the fallout from the situation 
in the Ukraine. 

Perhaps most pertinent though is how far some share valuations have been stretched 

http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/FDP
http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/PRES
http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/quote/UTW


 
TV winner: Peppa Pig's huge success has delivered bumper returns for Entertainment One, which is one 
of Slater's top holdings. 

Quite rightly, more cautious investors would look at a strategy like Slater’s and ask how hard 
it will be hit by a heavily falling market.  

When things are going well, the perceived wisdom is that growth shares will win out, as they 
benefit from momentum, but when markets sink they can get hammered. 

So is Slater optimistic for the market’s future or concerned about it running out of steam? 

He says: ‘What we do is very stock specific. We look at companies rather than markets, with 
growth delivered and delivered well and make sure the price today is sensible. 

‘Over the last few years markets are higher, it has got harder to find the opportunities but 
they are still there. When you get a little bit of a shakeout, things change rapidly.’ 

‘As long as that growth is coming through you can be quite relaxed. I’m not rampantly 
bullish, markets have had a good run but our companies are doing what they are meant to 
do.’ 

If fear sets in and investors ditch stocks then solid growth shares will fall, but Slater says if 
you look to the long-term they will see you through. 

‘The key is growth. If that is delivered everything else will follow,’ he says. 

To highlight this he points to the fund’s experience through the financial crisis. He says: ‘By 
October 2010 we were strongly into new high territory in the fund, despite there having been 
a big crash in the meantime. In the main businesses had grown and so had their share 
prices. Not in 2008 itself, some fell hard, but growth came and they rose. 

‘Had you bought in October 2007 and fallen asleep for three years you would have 
wondered what all the fuss was about. Unfortunately, people had to live through it and it 
wasn’t very pleasant.’ 

Ultimately, Slater’s philosophy boils down to buying good companies, doing your own 
research, remembering that investing is a long-term game and avoiding anything overpriced. 

His final tip? Don’t try and time the market, because most people get caught out. 

He said: ‘Market timing is very difficult for everybody. One person in a hundred is generally 
good at it and they should keep doing that. The other 99 people if they’re not good at it 
shouldn’t try and be good at it. 

‘Just buy something that you believe in and think long or dollar cost average and buy over a 
period of time. 

 


